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Bayesian multivariate exogeneity analysis

An application to a UK money demand equation ~`

Mark F.J. Steel
Tilburg Uniuersiry, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Nerher(vnds

Jean-Francois Richard
Duke Uniuersiry, Durham, NC 27706, USA

We propose a general Bayesian Instrumental Variables technique for investigating the weak
exogeneity of a ser of variables relative to the coefficients of a single structural equation of
interest. We use a so-called Recursive Extended Natural Conjugate prior distribution for the

nuisance parameters, which consist of the coefficients of the auxiliary instrumental variables
equations. Such priors can accommodate arbi[rary linear restrictions so that a specific (parsi-
monious) set of instruments can be associated with each individual variable the exogeneity of
which is under scrutiny. An application of our methodology to a UK money demand equation
leads to the conclusion that price and interest rate are jointly weakly exogenous throughout the
sample period.

1. Introduction

It is often the case that an econometrician's focus of interest is a specific
`structural' equation, such as a demand for money equation in the context of
the application we shall discuss below. If all current variables in that
equation, except one, are weakly exogenous, following the terminology in
Engle et al. (1983) - see also Florens et al. (1990) for Bayesian extensions -

`We are indebted to Luc Bauwens, David F. Hendry, Hugo Keuzenkamp, lacek Osiewalski,
Richard I'ierse, and Dale 1. Poirier for numerous helpful discussions. In addition, Richard
Pierse kindly provided us with valuable in(ormation regarding data series and two referees made
a number of constructive comments. Needless, to say, all errors are our responsibility. The first
author benefited (rom a research fellowship of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and
Sciences (K.N.A.W.) and a travel grant from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (N.W.O.), and gratefully acknowledges the hospitality of ISDS, Duke University. The
second author is supported by a grant of the National Science Foundation (SES-8708615).
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then standard single-equation techniques may safely be used. However,
violation of these (implicit) exogeneity assumptions may have severe conse-
quences: inference on the coefficients of interest will be distorted and, often
more importantly, apparent shifts are introduced in the distribution of the
parameters of interest as soon as the distribution of the erroneously assumed
exogenous variables changes, even though the underlying structura! coeffi-
cients may be invariant against such changes. See, e.g., Hendry and Richard
(1983, sec. 2.2) or Engle and Hendry (1989) for further discussion of this
important issue.' Hence the need for operational techniques whereby the
exogeneity of key variables can formally be investigated. A Bayesian `instru-
mental variables' approach to `testing' the exogeneity of a single variable has
been proposed by Lubrano et al. (1986) (hereafter, LPR). Multivariate
extensions of that approach are conceptually straightforward, but the devel-
opment of flexible and efficient computer programs for routine investigation
of multivariate exogeneity assumptions is far more demanding. The object of
the present paper is to report on the current status of this line of research.
Our presentation builds upon recent analytical and numerical developments
and yet aims at minimizing technical discussions. More technically oriented
references are provided in the course of the paper. An application to a U.K.
money demand equation serves illustrating the flexibility of the proposed
techniques.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we describe the class of
models under consideration and survey the concepts and techniques which
are currently applicable within this context, whereas in subsection 2.3 we
derive the baseline formulas for a general Bayesian `instrumental variables'
exogeneity analysis. In subsection 2.4 we discuss key methodological issues in
the context of our analysis. In section 3 we analyze a UK money demand
eq~lation and present an application of the techniques under development.
Conclusions and avenues of further research are discussed in section 4.

2. The statistical framework

2.1. The mode!

Linear Dynamic Models have received much attention in the economic
literature. Useful surveys by Granger and Watson (1984), Hendry et al.
(1984), and Geweke (1984) can be found in the Handbook of Economerrics.
See also the papers by Richard (1984) and Florens et al. (1987) for presenta-
tions that are directly relevant to the object of our paper. The latter, in
particular, discusses Limited Information analysis of dynamic models at a

~Though these authors adopt a sampling theory framework, the transposition of their argu-
ments within a Bayesian context is straightforward.
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level of generality whích sets in prospect a number of key modelling assump-
tions such as cuts, innovations, exogeneity, or noncausality. We shall adopt
here a mode of presentation which is more in line with conventional econo-
metric formulations and largely focuses on practical and computational
issues.

Let the equation of interest be the following:

~3-yrfy-x,-ur, u,~N„(O,aZ), r:l-~T, (1)

where y, E!f8" is a vector of `endogenous' variables (including at this stage of
the discussion all variables whose poten[ial exogeneity is under scrutiny),
x, E C~k is a vector of variables meant to characterize an information set I,2
which consists of current (weakly) exogenous variables and of the past history
of all current variables in the model. Initial conditions are assumed to be
known, though, at a higher level of generality they could be included in the
list of unknown coefficients. ~i and y are vectors of unknown coefficients and
~Z is an unknown variance. Eventually (~3', y', r12) has to be normalized, and
~3 and y might be subject to exact (prior) restrictions as well, assumed to be
linear, in the case of y at least. For practical implementation such constraints
ought to be explicited, if only in order to avoid conditionalization paradoxes
[see, e.g., DeGroot (1986, pp. 171-174)], and (~3, y) would then be function of
a vector of `free' coef~icients. We shall nevertheless keep using the notation
associated with eq. (1), as long as no ambiguity arises from such use.

Eq. (1) is formally embedded in a sequential Linear Dynamic Model of the
form

y, l ~, ~ N„( ~n„ n), ( 2)

where ~, is a vector of conditional expectations and f1 an arbitrary symmet-
ríc positive definite matrix. Eq. (1) is then reformulated as

~3'rl, f y'x, - 0, r: 1-~ T, (3)

and defines an (n - 1)-dimensional linear manifold for the vector ~,. Also
a2 -(3',(1~3. As such, eq. (3) includes n- 1`incidental' parameters essentially
consisting of all but one components of ,7,. Within an Instrumental Variables
(IV) framework these incidental parameters are eliminated by means of
n- 1 additional linear relationships of the form

S'~l~ - Y'wr, (4)

ZMore specifically, it is assumed that, conditionally on x„ u, is independent of 1„ hence lhat
u, is an ' innovation' relative to l,.
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where w, e 08~ is itself a selection of `instruments' from 1„ P is an I x (n - 1)
matrix of unknown coefficients and S is an n x(n - 1) matrix of known
constants, such as a selection matrix. Let u, denote the 'residual' associated
with eq. (4),

s'y, -P'w, - u„ ~1~i~ ~ N~-,(o.s'ns). (s)
Eqs. (4) and (5) incorporate the important assumption that u, is an innova-
tion relative to ~, which is necessary to validate our exogeneity analysis in
subsection 2.2. Let us now define

Qp-(R:S). (6)

It is assumed throughout our analysis that Q~ is nonsingular (almost surely in
~i). With the introduction of the IV equations in (4), we have effectively
eliminated all incidental parame[ers. Nevertheless, we still have to deal with
a potentially large-dimensional set of `nuisance' parameters, consisting of the
`free' elements of P and of the variance and covariance matrix S'.(2S.

The matrix ,R, or bilinear transformations thereof, can be handled by
means of an Inverted Wishart prior density, whether conditionally or uncon-
ditionally with respect to the exogeneity assumptions to be introduced below.
Experience suggests that the class of Inverted-Wishart prior densities is
flexible enough for most practical purposes. Furthermore, if the need arises it
can easily be extended by means of well-known recursive factorizations, as
documented, e.g., in Richard and Steel (1988). Also, operational random
number generators are available for Inverted-Wishart distributions and re-
cursive generalizations thereof which can, therefore, be used as `importance
functions' for Monte Carlo numerical integration. This issue is discussed
further in subsection 2.3 below.

The treatment of P raises more problems. Conventional Bayesian `Limited
Information' (LI) techniques, as surveyed, e.g., in Drèze and Richard (1983),
proceed under the assumptions that: (i) the set x, of `predetermined'
variables in eq. (1) is a subset of the set of instrumental varíables in (4), and
(ii) P is left completely unrestricted under either a Natural Conjugate (NC)
Matricvariate Normal prior or a`noninformative' limiting version thereof.
Richard (1984) extends this LI analysis to the case where P is subjected to
linear restrictions that preserve the matricvariate structure of the NC prior
on P, i.e., restrictions that apply in exactly the same way to a!! rows or
columns of P. In particular, components of x, can be excluded from w, at
a reasonable cost of computation. Nevertheless, as initially noted by
Rothenberg (1963), the matricvariate structure of NC priors on P remains
far too restrictive for most practical purposes. In the context of the model
under consideration, the variables S'y, may depend on specific instrumental
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variables; noncausality assumptions, in the sense of Granger (1969), may
widely differ from one instrumental equation to another; the collection of all
instrumental variables that are needed to characterize S'y, may be large
relative to sample size. Regarding inference on exogeneity in particular, the
use of a large unrestricted set of instruments in each equation of the system
(4) will often generate `overfitting' and, hence, severely distort sample evi-
dence, an issue we shall discuss in greater details in subsection 2.4.

In a recent paper, Richard and Steel (1988)~have proposed a so-called

Recursive Extended Natural Conjugate (RENC) prior density for Seemingly
Unrelated Regression Equations (SURE) models. RENC priors are flexible

enough to accommodate arbitrary matrices of second-order prior moments
for P and yet are numerically tractable for SURE models of moderate size,

currently up to five or six equations. In particular, RENC prior distributions
are fully compatible with arbitrary exac[ linear restrictions~ on P. It follows

that under an RENC prior for P, the selection of instrumental variables can

be specific to each component in S'y,.
In addition to the set of IV equations in (5), to which the application of an

RENC prior would be straightforward, our current model also includes the

structural eq. (1). A fully efficient application of the RENC framework ought

to exploit the fact that, conditionally on ~3, the n equations in (I) and (5)

jointly define a SURE system which can be written as

~~Y~ - n'x, t e„ E~~~r ~ Nn~fl,QánQ~~, (~)

with

II-(-y:P), (8)

and where, for the ease of notation, x, and w, are now conftated with each

other without loss of generality given that the RENC framework can accom-
modate arbitrary linear restrictions on II - conditionally on ~3. (n subsection

2.3 below, we shall speci6cally discuss how the RENC framework can be

adaptcd to the system (7) with special emphasis on inference on the parame-

ters (~3,y,~Z) and on the exogeneity status of S'y~ or components thereof.

2.2. Weuk exobeneiry

The concept of exogeneity we use is that of weak exogeneity, as defined by

Engle et aL (1983) within a sampling theory framework. Bayesian extensions
of this concept essentially require replacing the notion of `variation freeness'

~The same cannot be said of NC priors, since any attempt to accommodate arbitrary linear
restrictions either by conditioning or by specifying a tight but nondogmatic prior fails unless
the:.e restrictions apply to complete rows or columns of P and are, theretore, compatible with
the Kronecker-product form of the covariance matrix of NC priors.
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(among subsets of coefficients) by that of `prior independence'. See, e.g.,
Florens et al. ( 1990) or, in a bivariate framework, LPR. The key issue is
whether or not the posterior density for the parameters of interest (~3, y, rrZ)
simplifies into the product of their prior density and thc `marginalized
likclihood' function associated with the (sequential) conditional distribution
of ~3'y, given S'y, ( and 1,) a

Straightforward (sequential) factorization of the joint density of (QRy,Il,),
as characterized by eqs. (6) and (7), reveals that if:

(i) cov(~3'y„s'y,l~,)-~i'l1S-o, (9)

(ii) (~3, y, v2) and ( P, S',f2S) are a priori independent,

then (~3, y, aZ) and (P, S'.(1S) are also a posteriori independent and the
posterior density of ((3, y, r12) is given by

T

D(R,y,Q21Y, X) aIIQ~IITD(Q,y,~2) ~fN~P~y~ t y'x,1o~~~).r-t
(10)

where Y and X denote the T x n and T x k matrices of observations on y,
and x„ while D(.) and fN(.I~.~,QZ) respectively denote an arbitrary prior
density and the density function of a univariate Normal random variable with
mean ~r and variance rrZ. See, e.g., Florens et al. (1987, sec. 3.3) for a general
derivation of formula (10) or Lubrano et al. (1986, sec. 3.1) for a
simpler - though easily generalizable - bivariate presentation.

Conditions (i) and (ii) are sufficient for the weak exogeneity of S'y, for the
parameters of interest ((3, y, 02) and condition (i) in particular will be the
focus of our analysis.

Within a conventional Limited Information framework, whereby the prior
on P is Natural Conjugate, the (weak) exogeneity of S'y, entails that of any
of its subvectors. This need not be the case under an RENC prior, as we now
discuss. Let S and P be partitioned conformably with each other,

S-(Sa:Sb), P-(P,:Pb). (11)

Under the assumption that ~3'l1S6 - 0, we can factorize the joint distribution

~It is notationally - and often conceptually - convenient to discuss the exogeneity of S'y, in a
way .vhich does not critically depend on the normalization rule adopted for ~'y,. In practice, it
will often be the case that a component of ~i, say the first one, is set equal to one and that the
corresponding row in S is set equal to zero. In such a case IQ~I - 1 and the marginalized
likelihood used in (10) below represents the conditional distribution o[ the first component of y,
given all the others and 1,.
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of Qp y, I ~, as follows:

R~y,
sá y, (~ y X ~

(a~n~ R~nsall (I2)
Sby~~ Ir ~ N dbasbyr } Pa~bXr San~ `aa~b ~

SyY~ll, ~ N( PnX~ , ~bb)~ `13)

where ~;; - S~l2S;, i, j E{a, b}, and

- r-~ ~
dba bL ~ba ~ ~a a b - ~aa - ~ab~bb ~ba ~

Pa.b - Pa - Pbdba.

(ia)
(IS)

It is well-known that under an Inverted-Wishart prior density for ,R and,
hence, for ~, the parameters (dba, ~aa.b) and F66 are independent. This
property remains valid under recursive generalizations of the Inverted-
Wishart distribution. However, under a general RENC prior for P, the
parameters Pa.b and Pb are typically not independent of each other in which

case the condition that Sbl2~3 - 0 is not sufficient on its own for weak
exogeneity of Sb y,. An additional condition has to be introduced, namely

that

(iii) Pa.b and Pb are a priori independent.

Condition (iii) is not easily verifiable and minimal suf~icient conditions for it
to hold may be highly specific to each individual model. A more operational
but quite stronger condition would be

(iv.a) dha - 0, and

(iv.b) Pa and Pb are a priori independent.

That condition ( iv) is not necessary is best illustrated by the fact that
condition ( iii) holds under an NC prior for P, independently of whether or
not condition ( iv) applies.

In conclusion to this discussion, the choice of an RENC prior for P will
oftcn be motivated by the need to implement parsimony on P in situations
where sample size is limited (relative to the total number of instrumental
variables). Since, however, RENC prior distributions typically link together
thc parameters Pb and Pa.b, it follows that the parameters of interest
(~3, y, QZ) are no longer independent of the nuisance parameters ( Pb, ~bb)~
even though SbI1~3 - 0. If, in addition, Sál2~ - 0, then an additional factor-
ization of the distribution in (12) yields the result that S'yr is jointly
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exogenous for ((3,y,o2) although Sby, on its own is not. Note finally that [he
link between Pb and (~3, y, Q2) is `indirect' in the sense that they are
independent of each other, conditionally on Pa.b. It might be that except for
pathological cases, a violation of condition (iii) would have no major impact
on the posterior density of (~3, y, oZ) as long as Sbl1(3 - 0.5

2.3. hnplementation

It follows from the above discussion that the covariances ~3'.flS are of
primary concern as soon as the exogeneity of S'y, is under scrutiny. As usual
within the algebra of Inverted-Wishart distributions, inference is conducted
in terms of a set of regression coefficients associated with these covariances.
Two such sets are available depending on whether we consider the regression
of ~3'y, on S'y, (equivalently, of u, on u,) or that of S'y, on (3'y, (equiv-
alently, of u, on u,).

The regression of ~3'y, on S'y, is associated with the natural factorization
of the density of Q~ y, ~1, which leads to the very notion of weak exogeneity
[see, in particular, eqs. (12) and ( 13) which are relative to Sey,]. Hence it is
hardly surprising that much of the early work on exogeneity testing focuses
on that set of regression coefficients along the lines of the discussion in Wu
(1973). Nevertheless, as discussed, e.g., in Richard (1984) or in LPR, the
`reverse' regression of S'y, on ~i'y, leads to more operational factorizations
of the likelihood function and, hence, to more tractable expressions for the
posterior densities of interest. We shall accordingly conduct our analysis in
terms of the coefí'icients of that `reverse' regression, which are given byb

~ - S'na( a'n~) -'.
We note in passing that, as discussed in Lubrano et al. (1986), ~l is a

bounded function of ~3 (while the regression coefficients of ~i'y, on S'y, are
linear and, hence, unbounded in (3). It follows that the existence of prior and
posterior moments for ,1 does not require the existence of corresponding
moments for ~i. This is not a purely casual issue. As discussed, e.g., in Drèze
and Richard (1983), we might wish to impose the requirement that the prior
density of ~3 be invariant with respect to the choice of a normalization rule in
eq. (1). Densities which satisfy that requirement, among which the Cauchy

sNote, in particular, that the first equation in the condition submodel (12) is the structural
equation of interest itself. In the words of Engle et al. (1983), the condition Sbf2~i - 0 is
sulficient for the predeterminedness of Sby, in eq. (t) but not for its weak exogeneity.

óReaders familiar with the algebra of the Inverted-Wishart density will recognize that the
prior and posterior distribution of a given (3 are typically'well-behaved' Student-t distributions,
despite the fact that in (ltí) A is defined as a ratio of random variables. The regression functions
of ,L and (3 are highly nonlinear and typical (univariate) graphs are found in LPR.
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and certain rypes of 1-1 poly-t densities, have no moments (as long as the
origin belongs [o their support).

Inference on ,1 may be conducted in several often complementary ways. A
`direct' approach consists in selecting a prior density for A which is centered
around ,1 - 0, the hypothesis of concern, and in examining whether or not
the posterior density of a has significantly shifted away from the origin. This
is the approach used in LPR and which we shall also follow here. A
straightforward alternative to that approach would consist in attaching a
nonzero probability to the point hypothesis that a~ 0 and in computing the
corresponding posterior odds.~ See, e.g., Zellner (1971) or Leamer ( 1978) for
the derivation of posterior odds for a variety of hypotheses of interes[ in the
context of regression analysis. `Indirect' approaches are also available. In
particular, Florens and Mouchart (1989) propose Bayesian extensions of the
classical notion of specification tests, as defined by Hausman (1978). These
extensions are based upon explicit comparisons of the marginal and condi-
tional (relative to the hypothesis a- 0) posterior densities for the coefficients
of interest which, in the context of our analysis, are ~3, y, and a2. Practical
implementations of this conceptually attractive idea within our general in-
strumental variables framework belong to our research agenda.

Having discussed all the components of a general Bayesian IV approach to
exogeneity testing, we now specifically discuss their software implementation.
Let B E O denote the set of all coefficients other than ~3. Loosely speaking, B
includes ( the 'free' elements of) y, P, and f2 - or whatever transformation of
thcse cocfTicients is introduced in the course of the RENC analysis. A natural
implemen[ation of our analysis proceeds in two steps.

Step 1: Conditionally on Q, we can apply the RENC techniques described in
Richard and Stecl (1988) to the SURE system (7).

The main input at this stage of the analysis consists of a prior density for B,
which, in all generality, can be conditional on ~3. Interestingly enough, the
decision on whether or not 9 and ~i ought to be a priori independent of each
other has little implication on the overall cost of computing the posterior
densities and, hence, may largely be considered on its own merits. This issue
of independence is of special interest if we wish to specify a prior density for
a which is centered around the prior belief that A- 0, since A is a function of
both B and ~3. LPR (see subsections 3.3 and 3.4) specifically discuss ways of
selecting prior densities on (8, ~3) subject to the condition that E(~) - 0, when

~As discussed below, the current software implementation of our approach is still partial and,
in particular, does not enable us to compute poslerior odds tor the assumption A- 0. Their
routine evaluation will be part of our later implementation whose users will be offered different
ways o( conducting inference on A. This being said we do have a personu! preference for
evaluating the complete posterior density of A which we often find to be more 'informative' than
posterior odds.
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,1 is a scalar. Multivariate extensions of their analysis are essentially straight-
forward. Alternatively, we can impose the stronger requirement that E(A ~~3)
- 0, ~3 - almost surely.

The main output of our conditional RENC analysis consists of:

(í) conditional posterior densities and moments for the coefíicients of inter-
est (y,aZ) and also for .~, and

(ii) a`marginalized' likelihood function for ~3, which is given by

L~(R;Y) - feL(R,B;Y)D(ell3)d13, (17)

where L(~3, 6; y) denotes the likelihood function associated with
(7) and D(81 ~3) the prior density of 6 conditionally on (3.

Step 2: A kernel of the posterior density of ~i is given by

D(I31Y) al-,~(R;Y)D(Í3), (18)

where D((3) is the prior density of ~3. That posterior density is of interest on
its own for inference on (3, but is also needed for marginalizing w.r.t. ~3 the
conditional results obtained in Step 1. For example, the unconditional
posterior density of ~1 is

D(~IY) - f D(aI~,Y)D(RIY)dl~,B
where 13 denotes the support of the posterior density of ~i. The integral of
the posterior kernel (18) is not known analytically. All integrations relative to
~3 can be evaluated by means of Monte Carlo procedures with importance
sampling. An obvious choice for the importance sampling distribution would
be the posterior distribution of Q, as derived under a Limited Information
(LI) framework (i.e., under a NC prior for P and !2), since the latter is a
so-called poly-t distribution for which there now exist efficient random
nu~nber generators. See Drèze and Richard (1983) or Bauwens and Richard
(1985) for technical details.

At the time this paper was being written Step 1 was fully operational, but
we have yet to complete the software implementation of Step 2. For Step 1,
the empirical findings in Richard and Steel (1988) unequivocally indicate that
major efficiency gains are achieved when the bulk of the analysis is conducted
conditiona!!y on .fl and the final step of computation consist of marginaliza-
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tion w.r.t. ,f2 under an Inverted-Wishart importance function. Heuristically,
(marginal) inference on the structural coefficients is highly sensitive to a
number of problems among which lack of `qualitative' identification (due,
e.g., to multicollinearity among included and omitted regressors). It follows
that the posterior densities of these coefficients may be quite `ill-behaved'
and severe skewness or even bimodality are not unheard of. In contrast, the
posterior distribution of the coefficients in ll, which measure the overall fit of
the equations and not the identification of individual regression coefficients,
is more robust against such problems (we have yet to find a bimodal posterior
distribution for !1!) and their evaluation by Monte Carlo procedures, based
on Inverted-Wishart importance sampling distributions, seems to be remark-
ably efficient. Furthermore, conditionally on !2 and ~3, inference on y and P
is analytical. The RENC techniques described in Richard and Steel (1988)
take full advantage of these findings.

In the present paper we shall replace the posterior density (18) by an LI
posterior density which is simpler to evaluate and use the latter to marginal-
ize the conditional posterior moments of A. Note that as long as ,1 is close to
zero - which seems to be the case for the application we discuss below - the
posterior distribution of R is bound to be robust relative to whichever prior
information is imposed on the parameters of the IV equations (in line with
the very notion of exogeneity), in which case our `LI approximation' should
prove to be a reliable approximation for exact results to be derived under
( I8).

2.4. Methodological issues

The thrce-equation model we discuss below includcs a large number of
coefiicients, most of which are nuisance parameters. The specification of the
model itself is uncertain. Prior information is deficient in several important
respects. Sample size is limited. The following comments, which are taken
from Leamer (1978, p. 2), fully apply: `[This book] describes how specification
searches can be legitimately used to bring to the surface the nuggets of truth
that may be buried in a data set. The essential ingredients are judgement and
purpose, which jointly determine where in a data set one ought to be digging
and also which stones are gems and which are rocks.' Let us briefly discuss
tiiese two ingredients in the context of our problem.

2.4.1. Purpose

Exogeneity constitutes a most critical component of a specification search
since it validates the use of a(conditional) `reduced' model and the elimina-
tion of large sets of nuisance parameters. Our sole objective in the context of
this paper is that of proposing an operational Bayesian procedure whereby
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practitioners can reach a sensible decision regarding the exogeneity status of
selected variables at an early stage of their investigation. (The whole exercise
gets pointless if one has to go through a detailed and inherently complex
analysis of a`large' model in order to decide upon whether or not a`reduced'
model can do the job!) In the context of the money demand application
.1 E f8Z is the sole parameter of interest, and all judgemental calls are
evaluated in terms of their potential implication on its posterior distribution.
The specification of the money demand equation itself is instrumental at this
stage of the analysis.

2.4.2. Judgement

Judgement requires a thorough understanding of how prior and sample
information regarding ,1 combine together.

To put the question in focus assume we opted for a large `just-identified'
three-equation model under an overall NC prior. The conditional prior of the
matrix IÍ - IIQ~' in (7) would be a multivariate Normal distribution with
mean Ílo and covariance matrix l2 ~ Nó t, while the marginal prior of !1
would be an Inverted-Wishart density with parameters .Ro and degrees of
freedom vo. The algebra of such a SURE model is well-known [see, e.g.,
Zellner (1971)] and the posterior distribution of .fl is an Inverted-Wishart
with parameter 11 „ given by

.R. -.Ro-~Y'MxYt(17o-17~~~No-NoN,-tNo)~no-n), (20)

where N,~ -No f X'X, I7- (X'X)-'XY, and M~ -1-X(X'X)-'X'. The
conditional prior expectation of A is given by

E(all3) -S'nol3(!j'nol3)-'. (21)
The conditional posterior expectation has the same analytical form except
that I1o is replaced by .R,,. The last two factors in eq. (20) respectively
characterize `direct' and `indirect' sample evidence relative to !1 in general
and to ,1 in particular. Note first and foremost that if we use a large
unrestricted version of our three-equation model under limited sample size,
the factor Y'MjY typically becomes negligible as a result of (spurious)
`overfitting' and direct sample evidence regarding exogenei[y vanishes.8 Indi-
rect evidence then becomes the focus of attention and -we appear to be
cornered in having to carefully assess a'grand' prior on II. Obvious consider-

sThis problem is likely to be familiar to anyone who has ever computed two-stage least
squares (2SLS) in the context of a(large) Simultaneous Equation System. Attempts to use all
variable 'instruments' typically generate overfitting in which case 2SLS estimates essentially
coincide with OLS estimates and the simultaneous problem is spuriously washed away.
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ations of robustness arise and, more importantly, the very purpose of our
analysis is in jeopardy. Before we discuss these issues further let us briefly
describe the components of such a`grand' prior we feel comfortable with,
emphasizing those which are likely to be of relevance in a broader context
than that of the specific application under considerations.9

(i) Equations such as the ones we are dealing with are highly dynamic.
Seasonal components are expected to matter. Thus we need at least four lags
a priori. A fifth lag cannot be ruled out and has in fact proved its usefulness
in many similar contexts [e.g., in the context of consumers' expenditures
factors of the form d,d4p, are meant to reflect agents' sensitivity to `acceler-
ation' in inflation - see, e.g., Deaton (1977) or Davidson et al. (1978)]. We
don't expect - and can't afford anyway - to see much beyond these five
critical lags. We have essentially no valid prior information on the exact lag
structure, but we do unambiguously expect some fourth and fifth lags to be
equally if not more important than some of the shorter ones.

(ii) We don't expect the covariance matrix of such variables as price,
interest rate, money, and other key variables to be constant over the postwar
period and, in particular, across major institutional changes. We do, however,
expect the `long-term' (equilibrium) monetary behavior of economic agents to
be quite stable over time. Hence our prior is one which is centered around
Error Correction Mechanism (ECM) servo mechanistic formulations. Here
again we have little information regarding the exact timing of the feedback
process but do not wish to rule out a priori `long' lags.

(iii) We do not expect models such as ours to fit perfectly. We certainly
don't expect much more than 70 to 80010 of the variance of Y to be
'explained'. In other words overfitting is bound to be spurious.

This description of our `baseline' prior clearly indicates that, though we
can articulate the basic characteristics of a coherent `grand' prior, there
remains considerable and inheren[ uncertainty on many (lag) coefficients.
Hence we don't see the possibility of `indirectly' eliminating the spurious
effects of sample overfitting. What would ideally be required is a prior that
enables us to be relatively noninformative on II and yet effectively eliminate
perfectly fitting models from consideration. As is obvious from the above
discussion NC-type priors just can't handle such situations. Hence an `ideal'
prior would require very high-dimensional numerical integration which again
immediately defeats our stated purpose.

On the positive side, however, there remains a critical feature of our
analysis which we haven't yet accounted for. Formula (20) and its potential

yMoney demand equations have been around for many years and we happen to be quite
familiar with UK postwar economic and monetary evolution. Hence we have to be extremely
careful in trying to isolate 'genuine' componenls of prior information. In fact our main objective
is not that of selecting a single'pure' prior density but, more relevantly, that of defining a class
of 'reasonable' priors for Ihe purpose of an (implicit of explicit) robustness analysis.
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generalizations to RENC priors unambiguously indicate that `direct' sample
evidence on exogeneity solely depends on the `derived' residues M;Y (or
Bayesian generalizations thereof). Specifically two Bayesian models (prior f
model) that generate similar residuals also exhibit close posteriors for ~. Any
such model will therefore be representative of a large equivalence class
comprising all Bayesian models generating similar posteriors for ~. Inference
on a is de facto robust across such classes, a finding which is largely
supported by our applied work in this field.

2.4.3. An operational Bayesian procedure

In light of our discussion we can propose a procedure which (1) is fully
consistent with our purpose, (2) is based on judgement calls that make the
best possible use of our understanding of the major issues at hand, (3) is
computationally tractable, (4) is inherently robust, and (5) could easily be
generalized as further developments remove some of the limitations we are
currently facing.

First we restrict our attention to RENC priors which are computationally
tractable and yet as flexible as currentty feasible. In addition, however,
models which do not broadly meet our prior description and, in particular,
overfitting ones are a priori eliminated. (This constitutes a heuristic imple-
mentation of truncating 12 away from perfect fit.) Among the class of
'retained' models we then select a parsimonious one to be used to construct
a`sensible' robust posterior for ,1. That model is far from being unique'o and
is de facto representative of a broad class of alternative models; robustness
may be formally investigated insofar as computationally feasible. In line with
the above discussion the retained model has to be one that in our best
judgement generates a set of `representative' residuals. It is important that
we protect ourselves against major distortions in the inference on ,1 by
monitoring the properties of the residuals (which ought to be genuine
`innovations'). This is done by computing a set of standard diagnostic
statistics whose list is given in table 1."

Note finally that insofar as we are implicitly conditioning rather than
marginalizing with respect to a large set of nuisance parameters, we clearly
overestimate the `actual' number of degrees of freedom in the posterior

'olt will typically be the case that a complete set of highly multicollinear regressors can be
represented by any single one of them. Which one is selected would obviously affect the
interpretation of the coe(ficients but turns out to be largely irrelevant for inference on A.

~~It ought to be possible to validate our use of these test statistics for monitoring purposes in a
more formal Bayesian approach. See, in particular, the discussion in Leamer (1978) whereby a
classical F-test statistic is provided with a Bayesian rationale in tho context of a posterior odds
evaluation. We haven't done so because we find our reasons for using these statistics to be
inherently Bayesian by themselves and because we can easily adapt our exogeneity analysis lo
alternative suggestions.



Statistic
Name Definition

ó Equation standard error

Rz Coefficient of determination

DW Durbin-Watson statistic

qt Prediction test

r!z

T13

TIa

ns

~16
~~

T19

Chow's test for parameter
constancy

t-test for zero forecast
innovation mean

Box-Pierce test for autocorrelation
LM test for autocorrelation
F-version of ,15
ARCH test

Heteroskedasticity test

Test for functional misspecification
and heteroskedasticity

RESET test
Test for Normality
Joint F-test of linear restrictions

Table 1
Diagnostic values for the retained equations.

Refcrence
Money demand Interest rate Price

Period A Period B Period A Period B Period A Period B

0.0115 0.01214 0.005369 0.01143 0.004963 0.009099

0.80 0.67 O.SS 0.61 0.76 0.76

2.16 2.19 2.27 2.19 1.83 1.94
Hendry (1980) 5.52(8) 14.16(8) 10.64(8) 4.00(8) 11.36(8) 10.40(8)

32.40(20) 31.20(20) 50.00(20)
Chow (1960) 0.67(8,46) 1.53(8,37) 0.91(8,44) 0.48(8,43) 0.92(8,45) 0.99(8,42)

1.28(20,25) 0.99(20,31) 1.60(20,30)
HendryU989) 0.29[r(39)j -0.82[t(19)] -1.44~r(26)]

Box and Pierce (1970) 0.81(12,39) 0.53(12,21) 0.80(12,37) 0.26(5,41) 0.33(6,50) 1.23(5,49)
Godfrey (1978). 13.07(6) 8.22(6) 3.75(tí) 3.13(6) 1.53(3) 9.52(6)
Harvey (1981) 2.09(6,48) 1.05(6,39) 0.50(6,46) 0.42(tí,45) 0.42(3,50) 1.41(6,44)
Engle (1982) 0.17(6,47) 0.28(6,39) 0.50(6,45) 1.91(tí,39) 0.39(3,49) 0.24(3,46)
White (1980) 0.99(15,38) 0.52(23,21) 0.83U5,36) 1.36(14,36) 0.45(15,37) 0.43U3,36)
White (1980) 1.O6(27,28) 0.48(26,27) 0.60(27,27)

Ramsey (1969) 1.42(2,52) 1.20(2,43) 0.61(2,50) 1.38(2,49) 0.02(2,51) 0.25(4,48)
larque and Bera (1980) 1.67(2) 0.89(2) 8.29(2) 0.40(2) 2.50(2) 0.69(2)
Harvey(1981) 0.85(19,34) 0.57U8,27) 0.26(25,27) 0.82(26,25) 0.29(24,29) 1.70(25,25)

Nln
W
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density of A. We could easily rerun our computations under reduced num-
bers of freedom. We haven't done so in the context of the present example
because it would only reinforce our conclusion in favor of exogeneity. In
many ways the procedure we advocate maximizes our chances of rejecting
exogeneity as we probably ought to do since the consequences of invalid
acceptance of exogeneity assumptions are potentially far more severe than
those of false rejection.12

3. A UK money demand equation

3.1. Introduction

We now apply the techniques we have just described to a money demand
equation for the UK. The background to our own study is found in LPR,
where institutional details and a(single variable) exogeneity analysis of
interest rate alone are given. In summary, LPR find that the impact coeffi-
cient of interest rate changes sign (from negative to positive) with the
introduction in Ociober 1971 of the set of ineasures known as Competition
and Credit Control (CCC);13 that the long-term demand for money is stable
across the change of regimes; that long-term adjustments towards equilibrium
are slow; that interest rate clearly is exogenous in the post-CCC regime and
that its exogeneity cannot be rejected in the pre-CCC regime; and, finally,
that money does not Granger ( 1969) cause interest rate in the pre-CCC
regime.

Our current analysis extends that of LPR in several directions:

(i) First and foremost, we shall investigate the joint exogeneity of price and
interest rate.

(ii) The data used in LPR cover the period 1961(iv)-1981(ii) and, hence, net
of initial conditions and forecasts include only 35 observations for each
regime. Our data set covers the period 1955(i)-1986(ii) with some minor
revisions. The availability of this larger data set enables us to analyze
each regime individually. It ought to be mentioned here that CCC was

12False rejection makes our life unnecessarily miserable sincc we are left to deal with the
larger model. We are nevertheless de facto partially protected against the consequences of
specification errors in the exogenous process.

~~In short, the pre-CCC regime was one of direct control of short-term interest rates, while
the post-CCC regime is one in which control over the monetary aggregates is attempted [hrough
the free operation of market forces.
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gradually abolished and came to an end on 20th August 1981. This raises
the possibility of an additional structural break around 1981(ii). All our
post-1971 equations have been estimated on the periods 1971(iv)-1981(ii)
and 1971(iv)-1986(ii). The results being essentially the same over the
two periods we shall only report those obtained for the longer period.

(iii) A growing part of the personal sector monetary aggregate M3, whose
precise definition is found in the appendix, is interest bearing. While
LPR model disequilibrium feedbacks in terms of a log-level Error
Correction Mechanism (ECM), Hendry (1987) suggests that ECM factors
on interest bearing aggregates ought to be expressed in levels (leaving
the short-term components of the equation unchanged). Both versions
will be used for the post-CCC regime as a substantial (and increasing)
fraction of M3 is interest bearing during that period.

The variables used in our analysis are:

M: the M3 personal sector monetary aggregate,
Y: real personal disposable income,
P: the deftator of Y,
R: the local authorities short-term interest rate (in percent),
U: the unemployment rate (in percent),
B: the level of real ofticial reserves.

Definitions and data sources are given in the appendix. The data are
quarterly and seasonally unadjusted. The usual notation d for the difference
operator is used, lower-case letters denote logarithms, and R, is defined as
100 t I2,. Periods A and B cover 1955(i)-1971(iii) and 1971(iv)-1986(ii),
respectively, including initial conditions, whereas, for purposes of comparison
with results in LPR, periods A1 and B1 will denote 1961(iv)-1971(iii) and
1971(iv)-1981(ii), respectively. In line with our discussion in subsection 2.4
we shall use a parsimonious representation of our three-equation model. Test
statistics for parameter constancy, forecast accuracy, mean innovation, auto-
correlation, heteroskedasticity, autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity,
Normality, and the validity of linear restrictions are used to monitor the
`quality' of the approximation.t' The test statistics are listed in table 1
together with references - the numbers in parentheses are `degrees of free-
dom'.

~~We use the software PC-GIVE documented in Hendry (1989).
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3.2. The demand for money

The retained specifications for the demand for money differ substantially
over the subperiods. The OLS results are for period A:

dm, - 0.27 dy, -r- 0.62 dp, t 0.22 dr, - 0.40 rr-3
(0.06) (0.18) (0.21) (0.14)

M z
f 0.09 d(-) - 0.48 dZmr-2-~ 4.12 (d2m,-Z)

(0.04) pY ~-s (0.06) (0.80)

- 0.17 (m-p-y),-~fe;`f,~, (22)
( 0.03 )

where the usual classical estimates of the standard errors are given in
parentheses and e;"`' includes a constant term. In the case of period B we
retain the levels ECM:

dm, - 0.59 dy,-t f 0.30 dy,-4 t 0.35 dp,
(0.14) (0.09) (0.14)

- 0.40 d2 dp,-Z t 0.20 dr,
(0.13) (0.12)

f 0.36 drf-4 - 0.04 ddr,-t - 0.09 r,-s
(0.12) (0.11) (0.11)

f 0.40 d(m - y),-t - 0.02 ( M) f e;'B, (23)
(0.12) (0.01) PY ~-s

where e;"B includes a constant and three quarterly dummies. Graphs of the
actual and fitted values of dm, are found in figs. 1 and 2. While LPR used
d(m - p), as the dependent variable, we used instead dm,.'s

On the overall our results agree with those obtained by LPR which, as
already mentioned, are based on a substantiálly shorter sample period. The
long-term coefficients, which are reported in table 2, are in complete agree-
ment though clearly not estimated with much precision, especially in period
B. The short-term dynamics differ in several respects, the most significant
one being that the interest rate coefficient in period A has changed sign and
is now positive, though not significantly so. In fact, the (impact) coefficient of

'Sln doing so we draw a clear distinction between thc endogenous variable, dm„ and the
potentially exogenous one, dp,. The Iwo formulations are nevertheless equivalent since d(m -
p), - dm, - dp, and dp, is included in thc list of regressors.
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Table 2

Long-run solution coefficient values.'

Period A1 A BI B B
specification LPR Present LPR Present levels Present logs

a - 1.53 - 2.36 - 4.75 - G.71
(2.27) (1.14) (4.73) (7.98)
- 6.53 - 10.07 - 16.98 - 11.15
(5.11) (2.00) (14.67) (15.04)

Y - 5.54 - 7.95 - 19.21 - I 3.29
(5.50) (2.21) ( 11.41) (11.84)

S 98.19
(27.27)

P - 4.69
(9.31)

-6.I0
(11.22)

N -13.87
(13.20)

'Generic equations: M~PY ~ V - Ra exp(C t~3g t yjf d( j f g)z),

VaCtprt~agt(pj,

dPaj. dY~B. dra0.

interest rate is positive and essentially constant throughout the sample
period.1ó The long-term elasticity of interest rates is negative as expected.

A second important change is that in period A, our ECM coefficient is
more `significant' and adjustments towards long-term equilibrium solutions
are generally faster. Parameter constancy within period A is quite satisfactory
judging by the statistics which are reported in table 1.

We note that in period B the ECM coeffiicient, whether in log (not
reported here) or level form, remains quite small and not very `significant'
with the consequence that long-term elasticities are not well determined. Our
equation is quite well-behaved. It constitutes a parsimonious version of an
unrestricted equation including five lagged values of all relevant variables
(M, Y, P, and R) and yet the standard deviation of its disturbance, expressed
ín percentage points, is of the order of 1.201o to 1.3010. It also'passes' a broad
range of diagnostic `test statistic' and meets, therefore, the requirement we
set in subsection 2.4. From the point of view of economic theory more work

16The fact that the initial impact of an unexpecled rise in interest rates is to increase the
demand for money is by no means as counterintuitive as one might think. The private sector has
substantial liabilities and the first efTect of a rise in interest rate may well be an increase in the
amount of money required for covering the interest changes. Note, in particular, that mortgages
in the UK have variable interest rates.
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may well be needed and, in particular, potential areas of investigation for

future research are (i) the choice of the interest rate variable (LYR report
unsuccessfully experimenting with other interest rates, including the own
interest rate) or (ii) the explicit modelling of the finding that the fraction of
M3 which bears interest has considerably changed over regime B. This goes
beyond the objectives of our present paper. In line with the conclusions we
draw below it is comforting to know that additional investigations can
proceed under the working assumption that price and interest rates are
weakly exogenous.

3.3. Tlre instrumental variables equations

Though economic theory offers some guidelines for the selection of vari-

ables to be included in the price and interest rate equations, it tclls us very
little regarding their specific functional forms. Hence, beyond the initial

selection of (current and lagged) variables entering the unrestricted versions

of these two equations, we shall select their final parsimonious versions along
the lines as discussed in subsection 2.4.

We end up with the following reaction function for prices in period A:

dp, - 0.09 d~yr-2 t 0.36 dpr-2 - 0.15 dri-4 t 0.09 rr-5
(o.oz) (o.os) (o.lo) (0.07)
- 0.16 dZ dmi-2 t 0.012 m,-i - 0.013 br-3 f e;'`',

(0.02) (0.004) (0.005)
(24)

if we incorporate a constant and dummy for the third quarter. The price

equation for period B becomes

dp, - 0.16 dy,-~ - 0.02 pi-5 t 0.30 d3r,-~ f 0.34 r,-s
(0.06) (0.003) (0.05) (0.05)

- 0.31 d(m -p),-~ tePQ, (25)
(0.07)

where e;'(' includes a constant term and dummies for quarters one and two,
as well as for 1979(iii), reflecting an upward price shock due to the second oil

crisis.
The retained specifications for interest rate are

dr, - 0.01 y, - 0.17 dzP,-1 f 0.27 dr,-s - 0.38 rr-z
(o.ol) (0.08) (o.la) (0.07)
f 0.06 (m-y)i-z- 0.02 b,- 0.009 u,-~eRA (26)(0.02) (o.ol) (o.ooa)
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for period A, and

dr, -- 0.30 dr,-Z - 0.18 ri-4 - 0.44 dm,-Z - 0.63 dmt-4(o.lo) (0.06) (o.ls) (0.16)
t 0.31 d4m,-~ - O.o3 db, - 0.08 d2ur-z ~-eRQ, (27)

(0.08) (0.01) (0.02)

for period B. Both eRA and eRe contain a constant term and eKA has, in
addition, a seasonal dummy for the second quarter.

Table 1 reports some diagnostic values for the retained specifications. The
only statistic that is not satisfactory is the test for Normality (rl~~) in the
interest rate equation for period A. A number of surges in interest rates [in
particular for 1961(iii), 1964(iv), 1966(iii), and 1967(iv)] is not accounted for
by the model. Given a structural explanation, dummies for these observations
could be considered. None of the other diagnostics, however, seem to
indicate any problems. The retained specifications make reasonable sense.
They are quite parsimonious and yet the percentage point standard devia-
tions range between O.Solo and l.lolo. Note in passing that the three equations
constituting our final model differ completely from each other in their
selection of regressors. Hence the relevance of our RENC approach.

.~.4. RENC prior densities

As already discussed in subsection 2.3, our empirical exogeneity analysis is
first conducted conditionally on ~3. Conditionally on ~3, the system (7)
constitutes a SURE system to which we can apply the RENC framework,
selecting a prior density that suits the specific object of our analysis. The
reader is referred to Richard and Steel (1988) for the technical details of an
RENC implementation, and we limit ourselves to discussing here the infor-
mation content of the RENC prior densities we shall use. We mention in
passing that RENC prior distributions are relative to a recursive
reparametrization of (Il, Qpl2Q~) which can be selected in such a way that it
includes a, the key coefficient for our exogeneity analysis. It follows that
RENC prior densities are ideally suited for the purpose of analysing the
exogeneity structure of a single-equation IV model.

We first briefly discuss the selection of our `baseline' RENC prior distribu-
tions. Its distinguishing feature, relative to a conventional NC prior, lies in
the fact that it incorporates all the exclusion restrictions that have emerged
from our prior selection of instrumental variables. For practical considera-
tions our current sof[ware implementation only accommodates nondegener-
ate prior distributions though `diffuseness' can be achieved by the selection of
a`large' value for the prior covariance matrix of the unconstrained elements
of II. In the case under consideration, prior variances are set equal to 100
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and prior covariances to 50. These numbers can vary over a broad range with
essentially no impact on the pos[erior densities.

As for all NC-type prior distributions, the selection of the marginal prior
distribution of the covariance matrix !1 requires attention. NC-type priors
are given by the product of a conditional Normal density for the elements of
TI given f1 and of a marginal density of I1. In practice, however, prior
assertions relative to II typically are unconditionally on !1. It is, nevertheless,
the conditional precision matrix of 17 given I1 that essentially determines the
weight of the prior information relative to the sample information. It is now

well understood that the selection of a`noninformative' prior for .(1 often
generates unreasonably large relative precision matrices for II given .R and,

hence, excessive weight for the prior on II. See, e.g., Richard (1973, p. 181)

for a technical discussion of this issue within a univariate framework. In
summary, we have to select a prior that will generate a`reasonable' weighted

average between prior and sample information on II and yet remains
moderately informative in the absence of sharp prior information on .R itself.
Our current practice which is simple to implement and seems to achieve the

compromise we are aiming for consists in selecting for the prior expectation

of ,(1 a preassigned fraction of the unconditional sample covariance matrix of

y„ meant to reflect our crude beliefs relative to the 'fit' of the model. See the
discussion in Richard and Steel (1988, app. D) for a more formal justification

of this practice within a simpler univariate framework. Prior degrees of
freedom, denoted by vo below, are then selected in such a way that the

implicit `hypothetical prior sample' size remains small relative to the actual
sample size. Our practical experience suggests that posterior results typically

are robust against `moderate' deviations from our baseline prior and that the
mix between prior and posterior information is reasonable. The results which

follow are based on the prior expectation of ,f1 being set equal to ó0010 of the
sample covariance matrix of y,. Prior degrees of freedom are set equal to

either 10 (largely uninformative) or 30 (moderately informative), the actual

sample sizes being around 60.
Though our baseline priors may prove adequate for most practical pur-

poses, their selection does not account for specific prior beliefs regarding the
weak exogeneity of S'y,. Prior means and standard deviations for ~1 under
the baseline priors are found in tables 3 and 4. It turns out that in all but one

case (dp, in period A) these prior means do not significantly differ from

zero. Nevertheless, in the context of our exogeneity analysis it seems natural

to modify the baseline priors in such a way that they specifically incorporate

the prior belief that S'y, is exogenous, so that any shift away from zero in the
posterior distributions of A can be attributed to sample information. Our

Weak Exogeneity (WE) prior deviates from our baseline prior in that:
(i) E(A I~3) is set equal to zero, and (ii) y and P are assumed to be a priori
independent.
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3.5. Conditional posterior distributions

Tables 3(period A) and 4 (level ECM, period B) regroup conditional
posterior means and standard deviations for y and ~ under four different
prior specifications (baseline versus WE, vo - 10 versus vo - 30). The results
are conditional on the coefficients of dr, and dpr (denoted in the sequel by
~3, and ~3p, respectively) being set at their OLS estimates. Alternative
conditioning values are used in subsection 3.6 below and generate results
which are quite similar to those reported here.

The tables include estimates of the relatiue error bounds ea associated
with each individual posterior mean, measured in percentage points. As usual
within the context of Monte Carlo numerical integration these measures are
based on Central Limit Theorems. See, e.g., Kloek and van Dijk (1978),
Bauwens ( 1984), or, for a more formal presentation of existence conditions,
Geweke ( 1989). These error bounds are known to be conservativet' as it
appears from the limited variation of the results between runs of computa-
tion corresponding to neighboring priors and, hence, to different simutations.
We also report the relative error bound s;,,, for the integrating constant of
the posterior density. If anything, these error bounds are amazingly good
given the low numbers of drawings on which they are based's and which are
reported in the table for each run of computation.

Our tables also include posterior means for p, the correlation cocfTicicnt
between the residuals of the price and interest rate equations, the rolc of
which has been discussed in subsection 2.2.

The results in tables 3 and 4 are conditional on specific values of ~3.
Subject to this caveat they broadly support the weak exogeneity of S'y, in
both periods. The sole exception is that of price in period A subject to the
baseline prior, but this result seems to largely driven by the prior itself. The
robustness of these results with respect to the choice of conditioning values
for ~3 and the broader issue of marginalization are discussed in the following
subsection. Posterior results for P are not reported here, but (conditional)
inference on these IV coefficients closely parallels the classical findings in
(24)-(27) regardless of values for ~3. Given the pervasive presence of lagged
money variables in these equations we cannot reject Granger causality, in
contrast to the findings of LPR for period A1. The exogeneity concept

~~In particular, these bounds take no account of the typically high positive correlation between
the estimates o( the Iwo components in the ratio of integrals that defines a posterior mean.
Furthermore, these error bounds measure retauue errors and are, therefore, quite unreliable
when the yuantity being 'estimated' gels close to zero, which is precisely the case for A.
Comparisons across runs of computations - see subsection 3.6 below - and additional runs with
increased number of drawings indicate that the figures reported in tables 3 and 4 are accurate at
least up to the digits which are given.

t"As described in Richard and Steel ( 1988) we follow an iterative procedure for the progres-sive refinement of the importance function from which values of .f1 are drawn. Ini[ial calibration
is based on a mere ]OU drawings and only very few ( 5 3) iterations were required for the results
obtained.



Table 3
Posterior moments for period A- 19SS(i)-1971(iii); R, - 0.22, ~io - 0.62.

Prior Baseline
v0

k drawings
30 10
500 S00

WE
30 10
300 2000

Mean S.d. eo Mean S.d. eo Mean S.d. eQ Mean S.d. ea

r,-~ -0.41 (O.1S)
dy, 0.28 (0.07)
(m-p-Y),-i -0.17 (0.04)

y dZm,-2 -0.46 (0.06)
(dZm,-~)z 3.79 (O.8S)
d(M~PY),-~ 0.10 (0.04)

Prior dr, 0.018 (0.060)
A dp, 0.21 (0.063)

Posterior dr, 0.004 (0.040)
d p, 0.17 (0.04)

p 0.10
p iterations I

6.8 - 0.40 (O.13) 7.5 - 0.40 (O.IS) 9.8 - 0.40 (0.13) 3.1
4.S 0.28 (0.06) S.0 0.27 (0.07) 6.6 0.27 (0.06) 2.1
3.9 - 0.17 (0.03) 4.3 - 0.17 (0.04) 5.5 - 0.17 (0.03) 1.8
2.6 -0.47 (O.OS) 2.8 -0.47 (0.07) 3.5 -0.47 (0.06) I.1
4.3 3.86 (0.75) 4.6 3.97 (0.92) S.9 3.94 (0.79) 1.9
8.7 0.10 (0.04) 9.0 0.10 (0.05) 11.4 0.10 (0.04) 3.7

0.018 (0.12) 0 (0.060) 0 (0.12)
0.21 (0.12) 0 (0.075) 0 (O.1S)

182.5 - 0.009 (O.OS3) 124.3 - O.OOS (0.039) 205.3 - 0.013 (0.052) 38.5
4.4 0.14 (O.OS) 7.S 0.051 (0.041) 21.7 0.084 (O.OSO) S.9

0.18 0.098 0.18
1 1 2

14.1 11.4 3.S

N
O~
W



N
P
p

Table 4 ~
Posterior moments for period B- 1971(iv)-1936(ii); ~i, - 0.20, po a 0.35. ~~

Prior Bascline WE ;~
~
ó~0 30 10 30 a

10 d~ drawings 200 5~ ~ 5~ `
~Mean S.d. e, Mean S.d. e, Mean S.d. e, Mean S.d. fa ~

dy,-. 0.29 (0.08) 8.3 0.30 (0.08) 4.9 0.29 (0.08) 6.8 0.29 (0.08) 5.3 0.d dp,-~ -0.40 (0.12) 8.7 - 0.40 (0.11) 5.3 - 0.40dr,-~ 0.33 (0.12) 10,4 (0.12) 7.3 -0.40 (0.11) 5.70.37 (0.1 I) 5.8 0.36 (0.12) 7.8 0.36 (0.1 I) 6.4 ~Y (M~PY),-S -0.018 (0.011) 17.6 -0.019 ( 0.010) 10.1 - 0.019 (0.11) 13.9 -0.019 (0.010) ]0.6 ?r,- s - 0.09 ( 0.08) 25.8 - 0.09 (0.08) 16.7 - 0.09 (0.08) 22.3 - 0.09 (0.08) 17.4 3dy,-, 0.57 (0.13) 6.4 0.60 (0.12) 3.7 0.60 (0.12) 5.0 0.60 (0.12) 3.9 ~d(m-y),-~ 0.39 (0.11) 7.9 0.40 (0.10) 4.6 0.40 ( 0.10) 6.3 0.41 (0.10) 4.9 ~d~ri-~ -0.04 (0.08) 64.0 - 0.04 (0.07) 35.] -0.04 (0.08) 47.7 -0.04 ( 0.07) 35.7 p
Prior d~~ 0.018 (0.19) 0.018 (0.37) 0 (0.19) 0 (0.38) á~ dP, - 0.044 (0.19) - 0.044 ( 0.38) 0 (0.19) 0 (0.38) '
Posterior

dr' 0.039 ( 0.10) 79.2 -0.097 ( 0.13) 28.9 -0.078 (0.11) 41.4 -0.012 (0.13) 22.1 0~0,d p, 0.085 (0.10) 34.6 -0.041 (0.11) 53.3 - 0.022 ( 0.09) 94.8 - 0.024 (0.11) 95.8 ,~~,
P 0.02 0.12 0.02 0.12 ~~ iterations 1 2 2 0
finr 9.3 7.9 13.5 10.0 ~

t;
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discussed in the sequel will thus clearly be weak exogeneity, and strong
exogcneity [in the sensc of Engle et aL (1983)] seems to be ruled out.

3.6. Approximate marginalization

As discussed in subsection 2.3, we currently are not in a position to
compute exact marginal posterior moments for ~. It is, howcver, possible to
gain considerable insight on the interdependence between (3 and a and, in
doing so, to compute approzimate marginal posterior moments for ~1. There
now exists fully operational software for the evaluation of LI posterior
densities for the coefficients of a single structural equation19 (~3, y, and az in
our case). As discussed in the introduction, they are not ftexible enough for

all purposes but they can be used to evaluate at low cost of computation
uttivariate LI posterior distributions for the components of ~3. (Bivariate

distributions are not available without substantial reprogramming and, in
light of the discussion which follows, do not seem to be essential for our

analysis.) Hence we can take any of our RENC priors and transform it into

an LI prior. The transformation essentially requires the following steps or
additions:

(i) The prior on .R is left unchanged but since we now have to select a
common set of regressors for all IV equations we have to abandon the

exclusion restrictions that were specific to each such equation. We shall
use a noninformative uniform prior on the P matrix which corresponds

to the union of the set of regressors associated with our two IV cqua-
tions.

(ii) We use a Student prior on (~3, y). The moments of y are those that were
built in our RENC prior. Prior covariances between (3 and y are set

equal to zero, and we now have to assign prior moments for ~3. These are
given by

,E(a) - ~ -oós~ ~(P) - ~z.o s.ó~' (28)
We note that our prior for (3 assigns a negative mean to ~3, in accordance

with `conventional' economic wisdom - see, however, footnote 11 - and
is, therefore, in conftict with sample information. In some sense we have
created a scenario which is quite likely to challenge the exogeneity
assumption.

Figs. 3 to 6 reproduce the four univariate marginal posterior densities (~,
and (3D, periods A and B). Together with these graph we also graph

19We used the so(tware BRP-PTD which is available trom CORE, 34 voie du Roman Pays,
1348 L.ouvain-la-Neuve, Belgium.
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025

0.15

0.05

-0.05

-0.15

-025 ' ' ' ' '
-12576 -392 .4735 13391 22047

Fig. 3. LI marginal posterior for ~3„ period A; regression of d on p, ((io - 0.541).
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025

0.15

0.05

A,
-0.05

-0.16

-025
-.7250 -.0921 b407 1.1735 1.8065

025

0.15

0.05

-0.05

-0.15

-025
-.725 -.0921 .5407 1.1735 1.8065

Fig. 4. LI marginal posterior tor (30, period A; regression of A on Qo (p, - 0.474).
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A,

Ao

-1
-1.6040 -.6479 .3082 12643 22204

-1` ' '
-1.6040 -.6479 3082 12643 222t34

Fig. 5. LI marginal posterior for p„ period B; regression of a on p, (pp ~ 0.424).
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1

A,

-1
~ ~ ~ i ~

-.8775 -2266 .4242 1.0750 1.725

1

A~ 0

-.8775 -2266 .4242 1.0750 1.725

Fig. 6. LI marginal posterior for (30, period B; regression of .1 on po (Q, - 0.308).
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Table 5
Approximate marginal posterior moments of A(WE prior, vo ~ 10).

Period A Period B
Mean S.d. Mean S.d.

Prior

Posterior

dr, 0 (0.12) 0 (0.38)

dv, 0 (0.15) 0 (0.38)
dr, -0.051 (0.074) -0.185 (0.173)

dD, 0.077 (0.058) -0.061 (0.134)

univariate sections of the RENC regression functions of d on ~i.ZO These
sections are evaluated for different values of the component of ~3 under
scrutiny in each graph, while the other component of ~3 is set at its LI
posterior mean. The error bars have a length of two conditional standard
deviations in each direction. Two important points emerge from these four
graphs:

(i) The posterior standard deviations of .1 are essentially constant over the
relevant range of ~i so that the main impact of the marginalization with
respect to ~i lies in the variance of the conditional expectation of ,~,
given ~3.

(ii) `Direct' effects (~3, on ~l, and ~3p on ~10) seem to dominate `indirect'
effects (p, on .1p and (30 on a,).

The latter point suggests that we ought to get reasonably close though
somewhat conservative estimates of the marginal posterior moments of a by
`marginalizing' the conditional (sectional) moments of ~, (.10) using the
uniuariate LI marginal posterior density of (3, (~ip). Results are given in table
5 under the LI version of our WE prior with vo - 10. These approximate
marginal moments are in close agreement with the corresponding conditional
results in tables 3 and 4, except that the standard deviations are 20 to 25010
larger.

Zolt ought to be stressed that the range of EU ~~i) is óounded from above and below, that thegraphs in figs. 3 to 6 are of the form in C.PR (fig. 4) for univariate regressions of a on (3, and thatthe marginal moments of A do exist as soon as Ihe posterior distribution of Q is integrable. Weshall denote by A, and Ao the elements of ,1 corresponding to the interest rate and priceequations, respectively.
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4. Conclusions

Two types of conclusions emerge from our analysis. First, at tlie level of
the application we have just discussed, we feel quite confident in concluding
that price and interest rate are jointly weakly exogenous in both periods,
even though our conclusion is based solely on a partial analysis. We expect

our findings to be fully confirmed by later and computationally more demand-
ing unconditional investigations. In consequence, additional searches towards

a satisfactory specification of a UK demand for money equation can safely

proceed under that bivariate exogeneity assumption and, hence, be based
upon standard single-equation techniques.

At a higher level of generality we find that the Bayesian IV approach we

analyse here is quite promising. The analysis conditional on ~3 is already fully

operational and exhibits excellent numerical accuracy. Though its current test
implementation is highly inefficient and, in particular, uses non-'streamlined'

APL routines, a typical run of computation on an old IBM~PC-AT only

requires a few hours. Based on our experience, a fully optimized software

implementation ought to reduce that time by a very substantial factor. Hence,

a fully unconditioita! analysis, which is conceptually straightforward in the

light of the developments we have discussed here, ought to be feasible in the

near future and we are actively working on its implementation.
We wish to suggest, however, that even when the unconditional RENC

approach becomes available, the more informal procedure we have used here

ought to deserve attention. It is simple to use, combining a fairly straightfor-
ward conditional RENC analysis of the SURE system (7) with a standard LI

analysis for ~3. It is substantially less demanding than a full RENC analysis, a

point worth considering since the object of an exogeneity analysis is precisely

that of deciding whether or not one can dispense with a system analysis and

use instead standard single-equation techniques to analyse the structural
equation of interest.

A final comment is of importance even though it mainly concerns the issue

of computational statistics. The present analysis confirms our earlier finding

that our RENC approach, which is based on importance sampling on !l,

requires an amazingly low number of drawings and, henceforth, can achieve

very substantial efficiency gains relative to more conventional approaches
based on importance sampling on II and which, in our own experience, may

require many more drawings or may even fail to converge if the problem is
`ill-behaved'. In addition, the dimensionality of most applications greatly
favors drawings in the space of I2, which has only six dimensions here, as

opposed to 25 or 29 (depending on the period) unrestricted coefficients in II.
Tliis findings opens a promising avenue of research towards the development

of operational Bayesian procedures that would be applicable to systems of
simultaneous equations of moderate size.
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Appendix: The data sourcts

The variables are given by:

1. Persona! sector M3 holdings. Cumulated from the flow of funds accounts in
BESA (19SS-1973) and FS (1974-1981(2)), and from the financial transac-
tions in the BEQB (1981(3)-1987(2)). Consists of changes in:

Notes and coins
Deposits with banking sector:
- Sterling sight
- Sterling time
- Foreign currency

2. Local authorlty three-mortth deposit rute at last working day. From BESA
(19SS-1974), FS (1975-1981(2)), and BEQB (1981(3)-1987(3)).

3. Real personal disposable income itt milliot:s of pounds and 1980 prices.
Source: ETAS 1987 (1955-1986(2)).

4. Tota! personal disposuble income in millions of pounds and current prices.
Source: ETAS 1987 (1955-1986(2)).

S. Total tenemployed including school leauers in tl:ousands. Source: ETAS 1987
(1955-1986(3)).

6. Tora! working population in thousands. Source: ETAS 1987 ( 1955-1986(2)).

7. Leuel of official UK foreign reserves. Cumulated from flow of funds ac-
counts in BESA (19SS-1973) and FS ( 1974-1981), and from the financial
transactions accounts in BEQB ( 1981(2)-1987(2)).

References: ETAS - Economic Trends Annual Supplement
BESA - Bank of England Statistical Abstract
FS - Financial Statistics
BEQB- Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin
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